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Abstract: 

This research aims to unveil a trace of Islamic antiquities that are not registered in the list of 

Islamic antiquities in Cairo, as none of the researchers have dealt with before, in light of the 

founding written book in the storehouse of Salah El-Din Citadel in Cairo, and it is for a way 

bearing the name of its owner "descendant of Al-Rifai Al-Fakhr And Ibn al-Danushri 

Muhammad ", and the date of creation" in the year 1127 AH  and the research will address the 

study of written painting in terms of form and content, and the type of line and the work of a 

discharge and a table for the development of letters and their forms in that period, This water 

splash is considered part of the charitable endowment, which means the stand behind it to give 

charity to the faces of righteousness, whether it is on certain people such as the poor, the poor, 

and the elderly, or whether it is on one side of the public land, such as mosques, hospitals, 

schools, etc., which will benefit the community, The study will address the study of the biblical 

painting in terms of form and content, and the study of Arab archaeological writings in terms 

of content is of importance in archaeological, historical, social and economic studies 00 and 

other other studies, as these writings contain different contents, as the topics of Arab writings 

vary on Islamic effects, including: Writings Religious (Qur’anic verses, propaganda phrases), 

foundational writings, and funerary writings, as well as writings in property contracts and 

marriage contracts, texts of endowments and documents of various kinds; By studying these 

writings, all their content can be used by comparing them with what is found in historical 

literature and contemporary archaeological studies. 

Research methodology: 

descriptive, analytical, and comparative 
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